Clement Dorm Renovation

Clement Hall received its name in 1972 after Sarah E. Clement, a teacher from 1920 to 1960,
The ECU Lab School is located within six classrooms at South Greenville Elementary. Students will receive access to state of the art resources in literacy, science, math, and technology. Opportunities for additional learning time will occur through planned extended day and year activities.
In partnership with ECU, UNCC, NCSU, UNCW and ECSU, the Coastal Studies Institute (CSI) serves as a true demonstration of innovation in research and education. The campus is located on Roanoke Island in the Outer Banks to fulfill the university’s mission to undertake research, offer educational opportunities, provide community outreach programs, and enhance communication among those concerned with the unique history, culture, and environment of the maritime counties of North Carolina.
Expanded Wireless Coverage

Expanded coverage of outdoor WiFi across East Campus and North Recreational Complex

Expanded WiFi coverage in: Jenkins Art, Messick, Rawl, Rivers, Science and Tech, Howell, Joyner Library, and Flanagan

Supported rollout of Facilities Digital Radio System
SECURITY INFORMATION AND EVENT MANAGEMENT (SIEM) - SPLUNK

A SIEM system collects logs and other security-related documentation for analysis. Most SIEM systems work by deploying multiple collection agents in a hierarchical manner to gather security-related events from end-user devices, servers, network equipment -- and even specialized security equipment like firewalls, antivirus or intrusion prevention systems.

MAKE MACHINE DATA ACCESSIBLE, USABLE AND VALUABLE TO EVERYONE.

What is Splunk? We take your machine data and make sense of it. IT sense. Security sense. Business sense. Common sense. Splunk products deliver visibility and insights for IT and the business. Splunk was founded to pursue a disruptive new vision: make machine data accessible, usable and valuable to everyone.
VOICE OVER IP (VOIP) TECHNOLOGY REFRESH

- Central Stores
- Career Services
- Mamie Jenkins
- Jenkins Art
- All of the Epps properties
- ADI Building
- Quad N
- Eastern AHEC
- Allied Health and Nursing
- Joyner and Laupus Library
- Lakeside annex 6, 7 & 8
- Warren Life Science
- “Most” of Brody
- 4th Floor of ECHI
- and more!!!
ITCS NETWORK SERVICES

FALL 2017 / SPRING 2018
DISTRIBUTED ANTENNA SYSTEM (DAS)

A distributed antenna system, or DAS, is a network of spatially separated antenna nodes connected to a common source via a transport medium that provides wireless service within a geographic area or structure.
RENOVATION AND CONSTRUCTION

• Student Union
• 209 5th Street
• Dowdy-Ficklen Stadium Press Box
• Mendenhall Kitchen
• ECUP Infectious Disease
• STEM center at 1038 WH Smith
• Distance Ed proctoring center 1029 WH Smith
• Student Services One Stop Building
• Greene Dorm
• Life Science and Biotech building
TERTIARY DATA CENTER

- 90-miles away from Greenville
- Store and protect critical data
- Provide core services in the event of major catastrophe impacting Greenville